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ABSTRACT Multiple species within the basidiomycete genus, Cryptococcus, cause cryptococcal disease. These species are
estimated to affect nearly a quarter of a million people leading to approximately 180,000 mortalities, annually. Sexual repro-
duction, which can occur between haploid yeasts of the same or opposite mating type, is a potentially important contributor
to pathogenesis as recombination can generate novel genotypes and transgressive phenotypes. However, our quantitative
understanding of recombination in this clinically important yeast is limited. Here we describe genome-wide estimates of re-
combination rates in Cryptococcus deneoformans and compare recombination between progeny from α-α unisexual and a-α
bisexual crosses. We find that offspring from bisexual crosses have modestly higher average rates of recombination than those
derived from unisexual crosses. Recombination hot and cold spots across the C. deneoformans genome are also identified
and are associated with increased GC content. Finally, we observed regions genome-wide with allele frequencies deviating
from the expected parental ratio. These findings and observations advance our quantitative understanding of the genetic
events that occur during sexual reproduction in C. deneoformans, and the impact that different forms of sexual reproduction
are likely to have on genetic diversity in this important fungal pathogen.
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14 Annually, cryptococcal disease is estimated to affect more15

than 200,000 people worldwide, accounting for approx-16

imately 15% of AIDS-related mortalities (Rajasingham et al.17

2017). While Cryptococcus species are preferentially haploid18

(Hull et al. 2002) and propagate primarily asexually, sexual re-19

production and recombination have been demonstrated in both20

the laboratory and environment (Kwon-Chung 1975, 1976; Litv-21

intseva et al. 2003; Lin et al. 2007; Hull et al. 2002). The sexual cy-22

cle in Cryptococcus has clinical relevance as sexual reproduction23

produces spores, which can serve as infectious propagules, that24

are readily aerosolized and inhaled by hosts (Giles et al. 2009;25

Velagapudi et al. 2009; Coelho et al. 2014). Furthermore, recom-26

bination during sex produces new genotypes, some of which27
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may display novel phenotypes linked to virulence, such as the28

ability of offspring to grow at higher temperatures than that29

of their parental strains (Sun et al. 2014). Thus, quantitatively30

characterizing recombination in Cryptococcus is a key step to de-31

veloping a better understanding of the genetics of virulence in32

this clade.33

Cryptococcus deneoformans (formerly C. neoformans var. neofor-34

mans (serotype D), see Hagen et al. (2015) and Kwon-Chung35

et al. (2017) for recent discussions of nomenclature) possesses36

a bipolar mating system with the mating type locus (MAT) on37

the fourth chromosome. The MAT locus, which is greater than38

100 kb in size and contains more than 20 genes, is represented in39

two mating type alleles, α and a (Heitman et al. 1999; Lengeler40

et al. 2002; Loftus et al. 2005; Sun and Heitman 2016). In the41

laboratory setting, sexual reproduction has been observed be-42

tween haploid MATα and MATa strains (Kwon-Chung 1976;43

Hull et al. 2002; Xue et al. 2007; Nielsen et al. 2007; Sun et al.44

2014; Gyawali et al. 2017). Diploid strains and signatures of re-45
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combination have been documented in environmental isolates,46

indicating that sexual reproduction also occurs in nature (Litv-47

intseva et al. 2003; Campbell et al. 2005; Lin et al. 2007; Bui et al.48

2008; Lin et al. 2009). However, an analysis of environmental49

and clinical isolates of Cryptococcus species revealed a bias in the50

distribution of the mating type alleles, with the majority of C. de-51

neoformans isolates analyzed possessing the MATα allele (Kwon-52

Chung and Bennett 1978). This observation called into question53

the frequency and importance of bisexual reproduction, and54

thus recombination, in the wild. Lin et al. (2009) provided an an-55

swer to this conundrum with the discovery that C. deneoformans56

is also capable of undergoing same sex or unisexual matings57

between MATα strains (Lin et al. 2005, 2007, 2009).58

Meiosis is an integral component of sexual reproduction59

(Page and Hawley 2003) that occurs in both unisexual and bi-60

sexual reproduction (Feretzaki and Heitman 2013). Within a61

basidium, meiosis produces nuclei that will undergo several62

rounds of mitosis to generate subsequent nuclei that are pack-63

aged into spores (Kwon-Chung 1980). These basidiospores then64

bud from the basidium in four long chains (Kwon-Chung 1980;65

Idnurm 2010). Dissection of basidiospore chains and analysis66

of their genotypes shows segregation of alleles consistent with67

one round of meiosis and demonstrates that post-meiotic nu-68

clei undergo mitosis and randomly assort into different spore69

chains (Kwon-Chung 1980; Idnurm 2010).70

Various studies have examined recombination rates in Cryp-71

tococcus species, as well other phenomena that occur during72

meiosis, such as crossover hot spots, gene conversions, and al-73

lele segregation distortion (Forche et al. 2000; Marra et al. 2004;74

Hsueh et al. 2006; Sun and Xu 2007; Sun et al. 2014; Sun and75

Heitman 2016). Genome-wide, our quantitative understanding76

of recombination is limited to a few studies of C. deneoformans77

crosses (Forche et al. 2000; Marra et al. 2004) and hybrid crosses,78

between C. deneoformans and C. neoformans strains (Sun and Xu79

2007). Current estimates of recombination rates for C. deneofor-80

mans are based on linkage maps constructed via a modest num-81

ber of genetic markers, with estimates varying between 13.282

kb/cM (Marra et al. 2004) and 7.13 kb/cM (Sun et al. 2014), with83

no observed difference in recombination rates between progeny84

derived from unisexual versus bisexual reproduction (Sun et al.85

2014).86

In the present study we utilize whole genome sequencing87

data to quantitatively analyze differences in genome-wide re-88

combination rates between progeny from unisexual and bisex-89

ual reproduction, to identify recombination hot and cold spots,90

and to identify chromosomal regions that exhibit biased or dis-91

torted allele frequencies. We find genome-wide differences92

in the average rates of recombination between progeny from93

α-α unisexual and a-α bisexual crosses, with higher rates of94

crossovers in samples from a-α bisexual crosses. Recombina-95

tion hot and cold spots are identified, with hot spots associated96

with higher than average GC content, and cold spots cluster-97

ing near centromeres. Centromeric cold spots are often flanked98

by areas of increased crossover activity. Finally, we show that99

regions with allele frequencies deviating from the expected 2:2100

parental allele ratio are not unique to chromosome four and are101

seen genome-wide. The high resolution characterization of pat-102

terns and rates of recombination that this study provides helps103

to advance our understanding of the processes that generate ge-104

netic diversity in this fungus, and will serve as a foundation for105

future investigations of the population and quantitative genet-106

ics of C. deneoformans and related Cryptococcus species.107

Materials and Methods108

Strains, laboratory crosses and isolation109

As previously described (Sun et al. 2012, 2014), parental strains110

XL280a, XL280αSS, and 431α, were used in a-α bisexual and α-111

α unisexual crosses. XL280αSS is an XL280α strain with a ec-112

topically inserted NAT resistance marker in the URA5 gene and113

congenic to XL280a with the exceptions of the URA5 and MAT114

loci. Inverse PCR conducted on the XL280αSS strain confirmed115

the insertion site of the NAT resistance marker within the URA5116

gene. For a-α bisexual crosses between strains XL280a and 431α,117

chains of basidiospores from individual basidia were trans-118

ferred onto fresh YPD medium, and individual basidiospores119

were separated using a fiber optic needle (Sun et al. 2014). From120

α-α unisexual crosses between XL280αSS and 431α, recombi-121

nant progeny were generated using selectable markers to iso-122

late NATR URA+ progeny (Sun et al. 2014).123

Sequencing, aligning, variant calling and filtering124

From the α-α unisexual and the a-α bisexual crosses, 105 seg-125

regants were isolated for whole genome sequencing (Sun et al.126

2014). Sequencing was performed on the Illumina Hiseq 2500127

platform at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Next128

Generation Sequencing Facility. A paired end library with ap-129

proximately 300 base inserts was constructed for each sample,130

and libraries were multiplexed and run 24 samples per lane us-131

ing 100 bp paired-end reads. Raw reads were aligned to an132

XL280 C. deneoformans reference genome (McKenna et al. 2010;133

Sun et al. 2014) using BWA (v0.7.10-r789, Li and Durbin 2009).134

Variant calling was carried out using The Genome Analysis135

Toolkit (v3.1-1, McKenna et al. 2010) and SAMtools (v1.2, Li136

2011) resulting in 143,812 variable sites across the 105 segre-137

gants. These sites were scored as 0 or 1 if inherited form the138

XL280αSS (or XL280a) or the 431α parental strains, respectively.139

Variable sites were filtered on read depth and quality. Across140

segregants, variable sites were required to have greater than141

15× coverage, a quality score, normalized by read depth, of142

greater than or equal to 20, and a minor allele frequency per143

site of at least 1%. Only sites with 100% call rate were used in144

analysis. Variant calls were further filtered to include only sites145

exhibiting biallelic, single nucleotide polymorphisms, yielding146

a final total of 86,767 sites.147

Segregant filtering148

Read count data for each SNP site was used to screen each of149

the 108 segregants for gross aneuploidy of chromosomes. In150

total six segregants were removed due to partial or complete151

aneuploidy. Aneuploidy of chromosome one was detected in152

three segregants, a duplication of the right arm of chromosome153

seven in one segregant, and aneuploidy of chromosome ten in154

two segregants. For all samples pairwise genetic correlations155

were calculated to identify pairs of segregants that were geneti-156

cally identical. These duplicates were removed from analysis to157

avoid biasing estimates of recombination by sampling a geno-158

type more than once. In total, four pairs of segregants were159

identified as genetically identical. From each of the four pairs160

of segregants, one was removed from analysis. One segregant161

from the a-α bisexual cross, SSB593, showed no recombination162

across the genome except on chromosome four. All of the other163

chromosomes in the segregant were inherited from the XL280a164

parental strain. This segregant was removed from further anal-165

ysis. After passing these filtering criteria, 94 segregants, 55 from166
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α-α unisexual crosses and 39 from a-α bisexual crosses, were re-167

tained for analysis.168

Haplotype construction and filtering169

For each sample, SNP data was used to estimate regions with170

consecutive SNPs inherited from one parent (i.e haplotypes)171

between XL280a, XL280αSS, and 431α. A “minimum” run ap-172

proach based on inter-marker intervals was used to determine173

the size of haplotypes (Mancera et al. 2008). Briefly, for a set of174

SNPs within a haplotype with positions v0, v1, ...vn along a chro-175

mosome, the size of the haplotype in nucleotide bases or length176

of the intra-marker interval is calculated as h = vn − v0 + 1.177

The inter-marker interval is defined as the distance between178

two SNPs with opposing genotypes (Mancera et al. 2008). Let179

v, w be the positions of two adjacent SNPs along a chromo-180

some with opposing genotypes, then the distance in nucleotide181

bases between the two SNPs is calculated as d = w − v − 1.182

For each sample, SNP data was used to construct haplotype183

blocks, where runs of contiguous SNPs with shared genotypes184

are grouped. For the results shown here, haplotypes were re-185

tained if the size of the haplotype or intra-marker interval was186

greater than or equal to 6 kb.187

Crossover frequency estimation188

Poisson regression: Haplotype data for each segregant was189

used to calculate the number of crossovers. For any given seg-190

regant with n haplotypes there are n − 1 crossovers. Genome-191

wide recombination rates were estimated using Poisson regres-192

sion, modeling the number of crossovers as a function of chro-193

mosome length with the mode of sexual reproduction as a co-194

variate using the "glm" function implemented in R (version195

3.4.1). Our analysis indicated no support for an interaction196

term between chromosome length and mode of sexual repro-197

duction; we therefore fit a simple additive model of the form198

log(E(# of crossovers | x)) = β0 + β1Ic + β2x, where x is chro-199

mosome length and Ic is an indicator variable for the cross type200

(0 = α-α unisexual, 1 = a-α bisexual crosses).201

The model was estimated as: log(E(# of crossovers | x)) =202

−0.015 + 0.274Ic + 0.570x. The model fit failed to reject the null203

hypothesis of a zero intercept term (B0) but there was strong204

support to reject the null hypothesis of zero valued β1 and β2205

coefficients (p-values < 10−10).206

Analysis of crossovers per chromosome: For each chromo-207

some, the number of crossovers was compared between seg-208

regants from the α-α unisexual and a-α bisexual crosses. A209

two sided, Mann-Whitney U-test with an α = 0.05 was uti-210

lized to test for significant differences in the average number of211

crossovers (per chromosome) along with the Holm-Sidak step212

down method to correct for multiple testing (Holm 1979).213

Crossover hot and cold Spot discovery and analysis214

Statistical association testing: For each chromosome, contigu-215

ous bins of 41.5 kb were constructed, tiling each chromosome216

from the edges of the centromeres out to the ends of the chromo-217

some (centromeric regions were excluded from hot/cold spot218

analysis). After investigating the total detected number of hot219

and cold crossover spots as a function of bin size (from 0.5220

to 100 kb), a bin size of 41.5 kb was chosen because it mini-221

mized the difference between the detected number of crossover222

hot spots and crossover cold spots. The outermost 5’ and 3’223

bins of each chromosome were constructed to have at least half224

of their width overlap the last two annotated SNP on the re-225

spected end of that chromosome. Within each bin, the num-226

ber of inter-marker intervals in which a crossover was detected227

were counted. For each inter-marker interval, crossovers shared228

by meiotic siblings were only counted once. For every bin,229

a Poisson model, with parameters established from genome-230

wide analysis of crossover frequencies of meiotic progeny from231

the a-α bisexual crosses, was utilized to compare the number of232

crossovers observed versus the number expected given the bin233

size. A two-tailed test was used to search for statistically cold234

and hot crossover spots. A false discovery rate approach (Ben-235

jamini and Yekutieli 2001) was used to define genome-wide, sig-236

nificantly hot or cold crossover spots, using at a false-discovery237

rate cutoff of 0.05. An “artificial” hot spot on chromosome238

seven, resulting from the use of selectable markers to isolate239

recombinant progeny from the α-α unisexual crosses (Sun et al.240

2012, 2014), was removed from the analysis.241

Analysis of GC content: For each inter-marker interval, nu-242

cleotide sequences were obtained from the XL280 reference243

genome. The GC content for all inter-marker intervals was244

calculated and classified as hot, cold, or other according to245

whether the interval fell within a hot or cold region as defined246

above. In total there were 7,558 hot inter-marker interval se-247

quences, 7,369 cold spot inter-marker interval sequences, and248

68,051 intervals defined as other. The GC content for inter-249

marker intervals within hot and cold spots was compared us-250

ing a two-sided, Mann-Whitney U test (α = 0.05). For the three251

groups of inter-marker interval sequences, 95% confidence in-252

tervals were calculated via permutation (sampling with replace-253

ment), taking the difference between the observed mean GC254

content and the sampled mean, 1,000 times. From these devi-255

ations, the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of the permuted distribu-256

tion were used as critical values.257

Identification of motifs associated with crossover hot spot258

sequences: To search for sequence motifs associated with hot259

spots, 100 random sequences from hot spot inter-marker inter-260

vals in which there was a crossover where chosen such that the261

lengths of sequences ranged between 100 and 10,000 bases and262

the sum of the sequences was less than 60 kb (constraints re-263

lated to the online MEME tool). A complementary control set264

of 100 randomly chosen sequences were selected from other ge-265

nomic regions using the same parameters. The hot and control266

sets of sequences where analyzed using MEME, version 4.12.0267

(Bailey et al. 1994). Analysis in MEME was conducted using dis-268

criminative mode, with zero or one occurrence of a contribut-269

ing motif site per sequence, searching for four motifs between270

six and 50 bases wide.271

Analysis of allele distortion and bias272

Segregants used in haplotype analysis: From the a-α bisexual273

cross, 22 of the 39 segregants were grouped by basidium, rep-274

resenting five unique basidia. Basidia groups where chosen for275

analysis if they contained three or more segregants with unique276

genotypes. Of the five basidia groups, two consisted of three277

segregants, two with four segregants, and one basidium exhib-278

ited eight unique genotypes.279

Analysis of haplotypes with distorted allele frequencies: The280

allele frequency of haplotypes across segregants germinated281

from the same basidia was analyzed. Specifically, deviations282

from the expected 2:2 parental allele ratio where quantified. Re-283

gions were removed from consideration if only a single SNP284
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supported the observation or if the size of the region was only285

one base in width. An ANOVA was used to examine average286

differences in size of haplotypes with distorted allele frequen-287

cies across the genome. A log-linear model was used to inves-288

tigate the average number of haplotypes as a function of chro-289

mosome size (α = 0.05).290

Analysis of allele bias: Across all the 39 segregants from the a-α291

bisexual crosses, a binomial model was used to identify chromo-292

somal regions with bias towards one parental allele. This model293

assumed equal likelihood for inheriting either of the parental294

alleles (p = 0.50). SNP sites were collapsed across the 39 seg-295

regants based on recombination break points and common al-296

lele frequencies. This generated 944 sites to test in the binomial297

model. A false discovery rate approach fdr = 0.05) was used298

to correct for multiple comparisons. A similar procedure was299

used for testing for allele bias in the α-α unisexual cross.300

Data availability301

Raw sequence reads generated form samples utilized in this302

study are available on NCBI’s sequence read archive under Bio-303

Project identification number PRJNA420966, with individual ac-304

cession numbers SAMN08130857 – SAMN08130963. The gen-305

erated variant call file from the aligned sequenced reads are306

publicly available on the GitHub repository https://github.com/307

magwenelab/crypto-recombination-paper.308

Results309

High density SNP data allows fine mapping of genome-wide310

crossovers311

Whole genome sequencing data was obtained for 55 segregants312

from α-α unisexual crosses between parental strains XL280αSS313

and 431α and 39 segregants from a-α bisexual crosses between314

the parental strains XL280a and 431α (Sun et al. 2014). Variants315

were called for each segregant (see Materials and Methods) and316

86,767 biallelic, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) be-317

tween the parental strains were used as genetic markers. Across318

the 19 Mb genome, comprised of fourteen chromosomes, the319

median distance between consecutive SNPs (inter-marker inter-320

val) was 87 bases with only 0.5% of the 86,753 inter-marker in-321

tervals larger than 2 kb (Supplementary Figure S1). SNP data322

was used to infer haplotypes and crossover events per segre-323

gant (Figure 1). In total 3,301 crossovers were detected.324

In each set of progeny from the α-α unisexual and a-α bi-325

sexual crosses, several segregants were identified as having at326

least one non-exchange chromosome. In 35 of 55 (64%) progeny327

from the α-α unisexual crosses and 19 of 39 (49%) progeny328

from the a-α bisexual crosses, at least one chromosome was329

non-recombinant based on filtered SNP data and inferred hap-330

lotypes. There is no difference in the distributions of number331

of non-exchange chromosomes per segregants across the two332

cross types (ks-test, p-value > 0.05). For these progeny, the me-333

dian number of non-exchange chromosomes per segregant is334

between one and five. Smaller chromosomes are more likely to335

have zero crossovers. Of the 59 non-exchange chromosomes in336

the 35 progeny from the unisexual crosses, 32 (54%) have the337

parental XL280αSS genotype. However, in the 37 non-exchange338

chromosomes among the 19 progeny from the bisexual crosses,339

29 (78%) have the XL280a parental copy.340

Genome-wide recombination rates differ between unisexual341

and bisexual reproduction in C. deneoformans342

Genome wide recombination rates were estimated using Pois-343

son regression, modeling the number of crossovers as a func-344

tion of chromosome length with the mode of sexual reproduc-345

tion as a covariate (see Materials and Methods). This model346

predicts an obligatory ∼ 0.98 crossovers per chromosome for347

offspring from the unisexual crosses and ∼ 1.30 crossovers348

per chromosome for offspring of the bisexual cross. There is a349

significant difference in the expected number of crossovers be-350

tween segregants from α-α unisexual and a-α bisexual crosses351

(p-value < 10−10). The expected number of crossovers is pre-352

dicted to increase by a ratio of ∼ 1.768 per Mb increase in chro-353

mosome size (Figure 2). Based on the sum of the per chromo-354

some average and the total genome length, we estimate an ap-355

proximate physical to genetic distance of 6.14 kb/cM for the α-α356

unisexual crosses and 4.67 kb/cM for the a-α bisexual crosses.357

To explore this difference in greater detail, we compared re-358

combination rates by chromosome for the two types of crosses.359

For chromosomes 1 – 5, 8, and 9 there are significant differences360

(Mann-Whitney U-test, q-values < 0.042) in the average num-361

ber of detected crossovers between the progeny from the α-α362

unisexual and a-α bisexual crosses. No significant difference in363

the average number of crossovers between the two cross types364

was detected on chromosomes 6, 7, and 10 – 14 (Supplementary365

Figure S2).366

Analysis of crossover hot spots for segregants from α-α uni-367

sexual and a-α bisexual crosses in C. deneoformans368

To identify crossover hot and cold spots along each chromo-369

some, a binning approach was used. Bins of size 41.5 kb were370

tiled across each chromosome, and the number of crossovers de-371

tected within each bin was counted. The bin size of 41.5 kb was372

chosen based on simulations, so as to minimize the difference373

in the total number of hot and cold spots (see Materials and374

Methods). A Poisson model with this bin size and the expected375

genome-wide average crossover rate per segregant as estimated376

from the observed data (see Materials and Methods), was used377

in two tail tests to examine each bin for significantly high (hot)378

or low (cold) crossover rates. A false discovery rate procedure379

was used to establish genome-wide significance (α = 0.025, q-380

values < 0.014) (Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001). This analysis381

revealed 39 hot spots, bins with 20 or more detected crossovers,382

and 44 cold spots, bins with zero detected crossovers (Figure 3).383

Along every chromosome, at least one crossover hot spot was384

identified and these regions are often found flanking or near385

centromeres.386

Previous studies have demonstrated an association between387

recombination hot and cold spots and GC content (Sun et al.388

2012; Sun and Heitman 2016). For 7,558 inter-marker interval389

sequences within the 39 hot spots, the mean GC content was390

∼0.49 (95% CI: [0.489, 0.494]) while the mean GC for 7,369391

inter-marker interval sequences contained within the 44 cold392

spots was ∼0.475 (95% CI: [0.473, 0.477]). The mean GC con-393

tent of hot spots differs significantly from the cold spots (Mann-394

Whitney U-test, p-values < 10−35, Supplementary Figure S4).395

Both of these differ from the reported genome-wide average GC396

content (0.486) and the mean (∼0.483, 95% CI: [0.482, 0.484])397

of the other 68,051 inter-marker interval sequences not asso-398

ciated with hot or cold spots (Sun et al. 2012). Of the 7,558399

inter-marker interval sequences within identified hot spots, 584400

detect a genotype change (ie the approximate sites of double401
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strand breaks) and of these inter-marker interval sequences,402

∼64.4% overlapped with intergenic regions when compared to403

the JEC21 annotation (Loftus et al. 2005).404

From the set of 584 inter-marker interval sequences asso-405

ciated with hot spots and in which a crossover occurs, 100406

random sequences were analyzed using MEME to identify se-407

quence motifs associated with crossover hot spots. These se-408

quences were compared to a control set of sequences selected409

in a similar fashion from other genomic regions. A poly(G) mo-410

tif that is 29 bases long was identified in all of the 100 hot spot411

associated sequences (E-value < 10−70, Supplementary Figure412

S5).413

Allele bias and allele distortion seen in segregants generated414

via bisexual reproduction in C. deneoformans415

Across the 39 segregants from the a-α bisexual cross, a binomial416

model was used to identify chromosomal regions with bias to-417

wards one parental allele, using a null model of equal likeli-418

hood of inheriting either of the parental alleles (p = 0.50). Five419

regions show evidence of biased allele inheritance towards the420

XL280a allele (q-value < 0.016). These regions are located on421

chromosomes one, two, four, six, and twelve with lengths of422

approximately 364, 260, 303, 41, and 60 kb respectively (Supple-423

mentary Figure S6). The allele frequencies across SNP sites in424

segregants from the α-α unisexual cross do not show evidence425

of bias towards either parental allele that reaches genome-wide426

significance.427

Allele inheritance patterns within basidia were then exam-428

ined for segregants from the a-α bisexual cross. Of the 39429

progeny from the a-α bisexual crosses, 22 may be grouped by ba-430

sidia of dissection. This grouping method generates five groups431

for analysis with three (N = 2), four (N = 2), and eight (N = 1)432

segregants, all with unique genotypes (Figure 4). Using these433

segregants, representing five unique basidia, 197 regions were434

identified across the genome with allelic ratios deviating from435

the expected 2:2 (allelic distortion). The size of these regions436

with allelic distortion ranged from a minimum of six bases to437

a maximum of 1.4 Mb (Supplementary Figure S7, A). The aver-438

age size of regions exhibiting allelic distortion does not differ439

across chromosomes (ANOVA, p-value = 0.092). The locations440

of allelic distortion regions are often similar across basidia (Fig-441

ure 4). Of the 197 allelic distortions, 83 were identified from442

basidia III, IV, and V with allele ratios consistent with possible443

gene conversions.444

Across the 197 regions representing haplotypes with dis-445

torted parental allele frequencies, the specific allele inherited446

was examined. Along chromosome twelve, eleven haplotypes447

with distorted allele frequencies were identified, and ten of448

these retain the XL280a allele. Genome-wide, no evidence of449

consistent bias towards either parental genotype was observed450

(Supplementary Figure S7, B).451

The average number of regions with distorted allele frequen-452

cies across the genome was established as a function of chromo-453

some size for our 22 segregants representing 5 unique basidia454

from the a-α bisexual crosses (Supplementary Figure S8). A Log-455

Linear model provides evidence supporting a significant asso-456

ciation between chromosome size and the average number of457

haplotypes with distorted allele frequencies (p-value < 10−5).458

Unique patterns of allele segregation459

Two groups of segregants from the a-α bisexual crosses repre-460

senting two unique basidia showed interesting patterns of al-461

lele segregation. The first group of samples dissected from one462

basidium was comprised of eight spores and analysis of their463

recombinant haplotypes indicates all eight samples are geneti-464

cally unique (for example see Figure 4, basidium IV). This ob-465

servation deviates from the expected four unique gametes ex-466

pected to result from meiosis (Kwon-Chung 1980; Page and467

Hawley 2003; Idnurm et al. 2005). The second basidium show-468

ing interesting allele segregation was composed of four segre-469

gants. These four samples are all recombinant and were previ-470

ously thought to be genetically unique as indicated by marker471

genotypes along chromosome four (Sun et al. 2014). However,472

our re-analysis indicates that two of the four segregants are473

nearly genetically identical; chromosome four is the only dis-474

tinct chromosome differentiating the two samples, which are475

identical along the other thirteen chromosomes, including a par-476

tial duplication of chromosome ten.477

Discussion478

C. deneoformans is capable of sexual reproduction between479

strains of the opposite and the same mating types. In this study480

we document higher rates of recombination in offspring gen-481

erated from bisexual crosses. Progeny from the bisexual cross482

are predicted to have a basal rate of ∼1.30 crossovers per chro-483

mosome versus ∼0.98 crossovers per chromosome for progeny484

in the unisexual cross. For both sets of progeny, the number485

of crossovers is predicted to increase by a ratio of ∼1.768 per486

Mb increase in chromosome size. Of the fourteen chromosomes487

in the C. deneoformans genome, seven show differences in the488

average number of crossovers per segregant when comparing489

samples from a-α bisexual and α-α unisexual crosses. Convert-490

ing these crossover rates, we estimate an approximate physi-491

cal to genetic distance of 6.14 and 4.67 kb/cM for the α-α uni-492

sexual and a-α bisexual crosses, respectively. These estimates493

are nearly three times lower than the estimated crossover rate494

of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (∼2 kb/cM, Cherry et al. (1997); Bar-495

ton et al. (2008)) and far higher than the crossover rates esti-496

mated for Drosophila melanogaster (∼100 kb/cM, Comeron et al.497

(2012)), Arabidopsis thaliana (∼278 kb/cM, Salomé et al. (2012)),498

and Homo sapiens (∼840 kb/cM, Kong et al. (2002)).499

Our results differ from previous estimates because they are500

based on information from the entire C. deneoformans genome501

and utilize more than 200 fold higher density of markers than502

have been employed in any previous study of recombination503

in C. deneoformans (Forche et al. 2000; Marra et al. 2004; Sun504

et al. 2014). For example, relative to the earlier study of Sun505

et al. (2014), which utilized the same set of offspring, we de-506

tected differences in the average number of crossovers along507

chromosome four between progeny from α-α unisexual and a-α508

bisexual crosses. We reasoned that this difference was due to509

increases in the detected number of crossovers resulting from510

increased marker density. To confirm this, SNPs were selected511

to best approximate marker locations from Sun et al. (2014)512

such that the maximum difference in location between these513

SNPs and the previous marker location was one kilobase. Us-514

ing these data to reconstruct haplotypes and calculate crossover515

events recapitulated the previous findings. Thus differences in516

observed recombination events along chromosome four, rela-517

tive to a prior report that analyzed the same segregants, are518

due to increased marker density which facilitates the detection519

of genotype changes previously masked by double crossover520

events (Supplementary Figure S3).521

The regression model used to relate chromosome length and522
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the number of crossovers predicts nearly one obligate crossover523

on average per chromosome for both sets of progeny from the524

α-α unisexual and a-α bisexual crosses (see Results). A signif-525

icant number of segregants had chromosomes that had zero526

detected crossovers (non-exchange chromosomes), but analysis527

of segregants from basidia groups suggests that the standard528

model of crossover assurance holds (i.e. there is at least one529

crossover per homologous chromosome pair per meiosis; Ault530

and Nicklas (1989)). The non-exchange chromosomes we ob-531

served may thus be due to Holiday junctions resolving into non-532

crossover events during chromosome disjunction or may reflect533

chromatids that weren’t involved in crossovers during meiosis.534

The analysis of crossover hot and cold spots identified at535

least one crossover hot spot along each of the fourteen chro-536

mosomes, and cold spots on every chromosome except 13 and537

14. Analyses based on a subset of the hot spot inter-marker in-538

terval sequences in which crossovers were detected, identified539

a poly(G) motif significantly enriched within these sequences.540

Furthermore, inter-marker interval sequences within crossover541

hot spots have on average higher GC content, as documented in542

other studies of C. deneoformans as well as other fungi (Gerton543

et al. 2000; Petes 2001; Mancera et al. 2008; Marsolier-Kergoat544

and Yeramian 2009; Sun et al. 2012; Sun and Heitman 2016).545

Of the crossover hot spots, two were identified that flank the546

MAT locus, recapitulating the findings of several other studies547

(Marra et al. 2004; Hsueh et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2012; Sun and548

Heitman 2016). While recombination hot spots flank the MAT549

locus, the MAT locus itself contains a crossover cold spot, con-550

sistent with previous findings (Sun et al. 2014). Parallel to the551

pattern observed at the MAT locus, we noted a tendency for552

centromeric regions and crossover cold spots tend to be sur-553

rounded by flanking crossover hot spots. Some caution is re-554

quired in interpreting the total number of hot and cold spots,555

and their precise locations. Due to the SNP and haplotype fil-556

tering criteria we employed, some genomic regions such as cen-557

tromeres and telomeres are excluded from analysis. Thus we558

are unable to access recombination or gene conversion events559

that could have taken place within centromeric regions, as sug-560

gested in previous studies of Cryptococcus (Janbon et al. 2014;561

Sun et al. 2017) and other fungal species such as Candida albi-562

cans (Thakur and Sanyal 2013). The precise location of inferred563

hot and cold spots is also a function of the choice of bin widths564

and starting coordinates.565

In addition to providing genome-wide information on566

crossover hot and cold spots, our analysis identified numerous567

regions that have allele ratios that deviate from the expected 2:2568

parental ratio in progeny from the a-α bisexual crosses, consis-569

tent with the findings of Sun et al. (2014) for chromosome four.570

Some of the regions with deviant allele frequencies have 3:1571

allele ratios which would be consistent with gene conversion,572

but most of the regions of allelic distortion are quite large, near-573

ing 100 kb. Thus it is unlikely that gene conversions alone ex-574

plain the observed loss of heterozygosity genome-wide, as con-575

version tracks from gene conversions are thought to be small,576

on the order of only a few kilobases as observed in S. cerevisiae577

(Mancera et al. 2008). Alternate models that could explain the578

observed allelic distortions include mitotic recombination that579

takes place after nuclear fusion but prior to meiosis, or chromo-580

somal mis-segregation that takes place during cell fusion prior581

to meiosis and formation of a basidium (leading to loss of a582

parental genotype). Chromosomal breakage prior to meiosis583

and then repair using the homologous chromosome could also584

lead to a loss of one of the parental alleles (Sun et al. 2014).585

Of the segregants from the a-α bisexual crosses, two groups586

are worth discussing in detail. The first group is comprised587

of four segregants from a single basidium. All four segre-588

gants were previously described as unique based on marker589

genotypes along chromosome four (Sun et al. 2014). However,590

genome-wide analysis revealed that two of the segregants are591

genetically identical except for chromosome four and are ane-592

uploid for chromosome ten. For this set of segregants the pat-593

terns of allele segregation could be explained by chromosomal594

non-disjunction. During the formation of the basidium and595

during meiosis, chromosomal non-disjunction could have pro-596

duced three nuclei, two with the correct ploidy of both chromo-597

some four and ten and one nucleus with two unique, recom-598

binant copies of chromosome four. Such patterns have been599

observed in hybrid crosses between C. neoformans and C. dene-600

oformans (Vogan et al. 2013). During mitosis and basidiospore601

packaging, this aneuploid nucleus may have produced several602

copies of itself with varying arrangements of the genome, thus603

generating haplotypes genetically identical except for chromo-604

some four as seen in two of these segregants. The aneuploidly605

of the tenth chromosome in these segregants can be explained606

by the known aneuploidy of this chromosome in the parental607

strain XL280a (Sun et al. 2012). Another basidium from the a-608

α bisexual crosses that exhibited interesting patterns of allele609

segregation was a collection of eight segregants. Analysis of610

the haplotypes of these eight segregants indicates all are geneti-611

cally unique. In this instance, fusion between sister haploid nu-612

clei could have taken place post meiosis within the basidium,613

providing opportunity for mitotic recombination to occur and,614

through subsequent rounds of mitosis, produce more than four615

unique gametes (Vogan et al. 2013). Due to the nature of C. dene-616

oformans and the methods of dissection, it is almost impossible617

to determine if crossover events occur during meiosis or mito-618

sis.619

Our analyses provide evidence of different rates of recombi-620

nation in unisexual and bisexual crosses, however the mecha-621

nisms that drive such differences are as yet unknown. Could622

these differences be mating type specific? While the gene con-623

tents between the MATa and MATα alleles are similar, mating624

type specific regulators such as the heterodimeric transcription625

factor SXI1α/SXI2a, are known to regulate a variety of pro-626

cesses involved in diploid sexual development (Hull et al. 2005;627

Mead et al. 2015). Here we postulate that the presence or ab-628

sence of mating type specific factors may change the regulation629

of genes critical for recombination, such as DMC1 and SPO11630

(Lin et al. 2005), leading to higher or lower crossover rates dur-631

ing sexual reproduction.632

In this report we have focused on a single species, and the633

extent to which the patterns and rates of recombination we634

document here for C. deneoformans hold across all Cryptococcus635

species and lineages is as yet unknown. Like C. deneoformans,636

in the VNI and VNII lineages of C. neoformans most isolates637

are of the MATα mating type (Kwon-Chung and Bennett 1978).638

Only in populations of the VNBI and VNBII lineages are MATa639

strains found with significant frequency (Litvintseva et al. 2003;640

Desjardins et al. 2017). This has led to the hypothesis that sexual641

reproduction in many C. neoformans lineages may be primarily642

unisexual (Fu et al. 2015). The differences in rates of recombina-643

tion we document here between a-α bisexual and α-α unisexual644

matings may contribute to differences in population recombina-645

tion rates, even if a-α bisexual and α-α unisexual matings occur646
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at similar frequencies. Consistent with this idea, the analysis647

of Desjardins et al. (2017) indicates that linkage disequilibrum648

decays at a relatively similar rate in both VNB lineages (bisex-649

ual) and the VNI lineage (unisexual). However, the primar-650

ily unisexual VNI lineage shows an overall higher rate of link-651

age disequilibrium. New high resolution genomic data, both652

from crosses and from population studies (Desjardins et al. 2017;653

Rhodes et al. 2017), will help to clarify the relative contributions654

that sex, mitotic recombination (Vogan et al. 2013), hypermuta-655

tion (Billmyre et al. 2017), and other mechanisms for generating656

genomic variation contribute to the origins and maintenance of657

genetic diversity within this clade of fungal pathogens.658
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Figures884

Figure 1 SNP density, haplotypes, and crossover counts of chromosome three. A) The SNP density for chromosome three (length
∼2.1 Mb) across the progeny from the XL280a × 431α and XL280αSS × 431α crosses, calculated as the number of SNPs per 10 kb
(total: 9,779 SNPs). B) Haplotypes, inferred from SNP data, are displayed as blue if inherited from XL280(αSS or a) or orange if in-
herited from 431α for 10 segregants from the α-α unisexual (red) and the a-α bisexual (black) crosses. The position of the centromere
is displayed in black. C) Crossover (CO) counts along chromosome three for segregants from the α-α unisexual (red) and the a-α bi-
sexual (black) crosses. Crossovers are detected by changes in genotype between two contiguous SNPs.
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Figure 2 Unisexual vs bisexual crossovers as a function of chromosome length. The average number of crossovers for progeny from
the α-α unisexual (red) and a-α bisexual crosses (black) are shown per chromosome. Solid lines indicate the estimated Poisson re-
gressions for the two cross types separately, relating the number of crossovers to chromosome lengths. Shaded regions are 95% con-
fidence intervals of the regression estimates. Numbers indicate chromosomes.
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Figure 3 Genome-wide crossover hot and cold spots. In grey, the recombination frequencies (y-axis) for segregants from the α-α
unisexual and a-α bisexual crosses along each of the fourteen chromosomes. Crossovers occur within an inter-marker interval and
are detected as a change in genotype between consecutive SNPs. Bins, 41.5 kb wide, were used to segment each chromosome. For
bins identified as crossover hot spots (red), the number of crossovers detected is labeled underneath. All crossover cold spots (blue)
have zero detected crossovers. Locations of centromeres and the MAT locus are displayed as black bars and a green bar respectively.
Note, the y-axis has been truncated in many instances to visualize crossovers along each chromosome.
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Figure 4 Allelic distortions along chromosome one in segregants from a-α bisexual crosses. Haplotypes (blue indicating inheritance
from XL280a, orange from 431α) for 22 segregants from the a-α bisexual crosses, grouped by basidium of dissection. Circled in red
is a region, in a single basidium, exhibiting allelic distortion in the direction of 431α. Circled in blue is a region that exhibits allelic
distortion (towards XL280a) across multiple basidia. This second region overlaps with a region of allelic bias as determined from
analysis of all progeny from the bisexual crosses. Other regions of allelic distortion are present in this figure. The position of the
centromere is displayed as a black bar.
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Supplementary Figures885

Figure S1 Distribution of inter-marker interval size across progeny from the from the XL280a × 431α and XL280αSS × 431α crosses.
The total number of inter-marker intervals is 86,753. There are 86,278 inter-marker intervals with size < 2 kb. Only 0.548% of the
inter-marker intervals have a size greater than 2 kb (data not shown). The median inter-marker interval size is 87 bases.
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Figure S2 Distributions of crossovers per chromosome. The means of each distribution are displayed as red and black vertical lines
for the segregants from the unisexual and bisexual crosses, respectively. "*" indicates chromosomes that show significant difference
in the mean number of crossovers per segregant between progeny from the α-α unisexual unisexual (red) and a-α bisexual bisexual
(black) crosses.
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Figure S3 Changes in detected crossover along chromosome four are due to increased marker density. A) Distributions of
crossovers along chromosome four for segregants from the a-α bisexual bisexual crosses. Recapitulated crossover counts from Sun
et al. (2014) are shown in dark blue and current counts in red. B) Marker locations and SNP density across chromosome four. Loca-
tions of SNPs used to recapitulate results from Sun et al. (2014) are shown as solid black, vertical lines. The SNP density every 10 kb
is shown in green. C) Inferred haplotypes from SNP data for segregants from the a-α bisexual crosses with detected differences be-
tween the current study and Sun et al. (2014) For each segregant, the haplotype inferred from SNPs near marker locations used in
Sun et al. (2014) (above grey line) and haplotypes from SNP data generated in this study (below grey line) are shown. Blue regions
represent genetic material inherited from the XL280a parental strain. The approximate locations of the centromere and MAT locus
are shown as black and green bars, respectively.
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Figure S4 Distributions of GC content for sequences associated with recombination hot (red) and cold (blue) spots. Vertical lines
show mean GC content for sequences associated with recombination hot (red) and cold (blue) spots.
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Figure S5 Poly(G) motif associated with crossover hot spots. This motif was found in all of the randomly chosen 100 inter-marker
interval sequences associated with crossover hot spots submitted to MEME.
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Figure S6 Allele bias in segregants from bisexual crosses. The genome-wide frequencies of the 431α parental allele in the 39
progeny from the a-α bisexual crosses. Triangles denote five regions along chromosomes one, two, four, six, and twelve with lengths
of ∼ 364, 260, 303, 41, and 60 kb, respectively, biased towards the XL280a parental allele. Solid and dashed lines indicate an allele
frequency of 0.5 and the median, genome-wide allele frequency of 0.46, respectively.
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Figure S7 Size of haplotypes deviating from the expected 2:2 parental allele ratio. A) the log10 of haplotype size with distorted al-
lele frequencies per chromosome. B) the percentage of haplotypes with distorted allele frequencies with the XL280a parental allele
per chromosome.
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Figure S8 Genome-wide analysis of distorted haplotypes. The log of the average number of haplotypes within a basidium with al-
lele frequencies deviating from the expected 2:2 parental ratio as a function of chromosome length is shown. The blue line repre-
sents a log-linear model, shaded regions represent the 95% confidence interval for regression estimates. Numbers dictate chromo-
somes.
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